International Appropriate Technology Design Competition

History
- Organized by SIG 17
- Formally the “SoreButts” Project
- Now digital entry and AT inclusive

Purpose
- To promote awareness and innovation
International Appropriate Technology Design Competition

2007 Prize award is generously provided by AireRx Healthcare LLC
www.airerx.com
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Winners

• First Place $800
• Second Place $500
• Third Place $350
• Peoples Choice $350

And the winners are …
International Appropriate Technology Design Competition Winners

Peoples Choice

ROC Wheels AT
Wayne Hanson
Bozeman, MT
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Third Place

Sarith Supportive Seating System
Helen Sims,
Colombo, Sri Lanka
Second Place

ROC Wheels AT
Wayne Hanson
Bozeman, MT
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First Place

Transport for the poor

Jesse Owens, University of Alaska
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Prize sponsorship for 2008…

• AireRx
• Blue Sky Design
• Your Name Here?

Contact SIG 17 through the RESNA web site for more details